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Let D be a bounded pseudoconvex domain in C” and d,,,D be the totality of 
strictly pseudoconvex boundary points. When D has a C2+’ plurisubharmonic 
defining function, a holomorphic diffusion process which never approaches 
aD\d,,D is constructed. This diffusion process is used to show that the Silov 
boundary of D coincides with a,,r>. 0 1991 Academic ~tess, LX. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a bounded pseudoconvex domain in @“. The Silov boundary 
S(D) of D is the smallest closed subset of the boundary aD where the maxi- 
mum principle holds for all functions h holomorphic on D and continuous 
up to the boundary: SUPINE Ih( =supzEScDj Ih(z Let d,,,D be the 
totality of strictly pseudoconvex boundary points. For the definition, see 
the end of Section 2. When D has a C3 plurisubharmonic (abbreviated psh) 
defining function, Debiard and Gaveau [ 1 ] have shown that S(D) coin- 
cides with the closure dspcD by constructing a suitable Ktihler diffusion 
process. In this paper, employing another holomorphic diffusion process, 
we see that S(D) = m in the case where D has a C2+’ psh defining 
function for some 0 < c1< 1. 
A holomorphic diffusion process M = (Z,, c, P,) on D is by definition a 
C,“(D)-regular symmetric diffusion process with the lifetime i such that 
h(Z , ~ ,,) is a P,-martingale for Ml-q.e. z ED, where h is holomorphic on D, 
K is a compact set in D, eK = inf{ t > 0 : Z, $ K}, and by “M-q.e.” we mean 
“except for a set of zero capacity with respect o the l-capacity associated 
with Ml.” For the definition of symmetric diffusion processes and the 
associated l-capacity, see [Z]. A Ktihler diffusion process, the minimal 
diffusion process generated by A/2, A being the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
associated with a Kihler metric, is a typical example of holomorphic 
diffusion processes. 
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By the martingale convergence theorem, we obtain 
P,[Z,_ slim Z, exists] = 1, Ml-q.e. z E D, 
tti 
(1.1) 
since D is bounded. Then, for each h holomorphic on D and continuous up 
to aD, it holds that 
4) = E,Ch(Z,- 113 M-q.e. z ED, 
where E, stands for the expectation with respect o Pz. Suppose that 
P=[Z,- E aD] = 1, Ml-q.e. 
Then, if we define an open subset r( Ml ) of aD by 
(1.2) 
l-(fMl)=U {U:U is an open set in @” such that Un aD # q5 
and P,[Z,- E Un aD] = 0, M-q.e. z E D}, (1.3) 
then S(D)c D\r(Ml). Thus, if aD\a,,,Dcf(M) then S(D)=a,,D, 
because it is well known that a,,D c S(D) [9]. It is this argument that is 
taken advantage of by Debiard and Gaveau [ 11. Indeed, they have con- 
structed a Kahler diffusion process M, such that aD\a,, D c r( Ml,) in the 
case where D has a C3 psh defining function. Motivated by their work, the 
author studied the boundary behaviour of holomorphic diffusion processes 
in [6, 71 and its applications to the complex Monge-Ampere operator. 
However, it has been open whether there is a holomorphic diffusion process 
which does not approach aD\a,,,D when the regularity of the boundary is 
less than C3. In the present paper, our aim is to answering the question 
affirmatively: 
THEOREM. Assume that there exist a domain 8, a function o E C2(Q), 
which is psh on 52, and a real number 0 < c1< 1 such that DC Sz, 
D = (0 CO}, do # 0 on aD, and iJ20/azi 82, 1 <i, j< n, are all a-HGlder 
continuous. Then, there exists a halomorphic difSusion process M such that 
aD\a,,,Dcf(M). 
It follows from the theorem that 
COROLLARY. Let D satisfy the same assumption as stated in the theorem. 
Then S(D) = aspc D. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a bounded domain in @“. A C2 function o on G is said to be 
psh if the matrix ((a2a/dzi &j)(z)), Gi, jcn is nonnegative definite at each 
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z E G. If the matrix is positive definite at every z E G, o is called strictly psh. 
We establish that: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (T, 5 E C2(G) be both negative and psh on G. Then, 
-( -a)d (-Ty is psh for any 6>0 and E>O with 6 + E< 1. Moreover, 
- ( - a)8 ( -r)” is strictly psh if either a or z is so. 
Proof: For the sake of simplicity, for a C* function A we write 8f, and 
8f, i?f for the matrix (d2f/dzid5j),,i, j.,n and the vectors (i3f/i3zi)lGiGn, 
(df/aZi)l<i<nY respectively. For 5 = ($ 
denotes the-matrix (5’4) , ~ ;, j G n. 
> .. . . Y), v = w, “‘> rl”) (5 C”, 5 ? 
Let p = -( -a)” ( -t)“. Since 
ap=(-p) 
( 
&da+: & 
> 
, 
by differentiating -log( -p), we obtain 
-g (aa.&+f%.&7). 
Let us denote by ( , ) the standard inner product in C” and set LJz : t) = 
C; j=l [i(a2f/azi &j)(z) [j for f E C2(G) and 5 = (tl, . . . . r”) E C”. Then, 
(2.0 yields 
$L,(z:5)$;L0(z:5)++LJz:T) 
The assertion from this inequality follows immediately. 
The identity (2.1) also implies the following: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a, z E C’(D) be both negative and psh on G. Suppose 
that - 1 <a and that 
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where for a C-valued n x n-matrix A, (/A (/ * = trace AA*. Then, it holds that 
the minimal eigenvalue of &( - ( -CT)& ( -Z)‘)(Z) 
< ME{6 + &(M*+ A4’)}( -a)“- l {L,(z : 5) + (-a(z))) 
foreveryzEGandrEC”with I[[=1 and(&&(z))=O. 
We end this section by recalling the definition of strictly pseudoconvex 
points. A domain G is said to possess a C2 psh defining function if there 
areanopensetOinC”and~~C2(0)suchthatGc0,GnO=(~<0} 
and dt,b # 0 on 8G. Such a function $ is called a C2 psh defining function 
of G. For a bounded domain G possessing a C2 psh defining function $, 
we set 
aspcG= {zE~G: L,(z:r)>O for every ~E@Z\{O~ with (5, @(z))=O) 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
We first fix the notation which we will use. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that 
- 1 < fJ(z) < 0, ZED. (3.1) 
Take O<p, y<1, and R>O such that 
a+(/3Y-l)(n-1)>0 (3.2) 
R>~su~{~z)~:zED}. (3.3) 
We set 
p= -(-cry (R- [z[*)‘? (3.4) 
By Lemma 2.1, p and -(-p) are both strictly psh on D. Define a positive 
current 0 of bidegree (n - 1, n - 1) by 
fI(dz’ A m dyj) = a”dV, 1 Qi,j<n, (3.5) 
where (a”) is the cofactor matrix of 8(-(-p)‘) and V is the Lebesgue 
measure on D. Let m be an everywhere dense positive Radon measure on 
D given by 
dm=(-a)“+(BY~1)(n-11)~2dy. 
We define a symmetric form & by 
(3.6) 
&CL g) = I, df A d’g A 0, .L gE C,“(D). 
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8=*‘“-1(l- l)! {W-(-PY)Y (3.7) 
and hence 0 is closed. It follows from (3.5), (3.6), and the strict 
plurisubharmonicity of -(-p)’ that for every relatively compact open 
GcD, 
ddc (~1' A 8 < CGm on G 
for some CG > 0. Thus, by an argument similar to that in [4, Lemma 11, 
we see that &FO is closable on L2(D : m). The closure d is a C,“(D)-regular, 
local, Dirichlet form on L2(D : m) such that every holomorphic function h 
on D is b-harmonic. 8 then admits a unique holomorphic diffusion process 
M = (Z,, 5, P,) up to equivalence. See [4, S]. We now show 
LEMMA 3.1. M explodes : 
P,[5< +col=l, Ml-q.e. z E D. 
In particular, (1.2) is satisfied. 
Proof. Let (9, 8) be the Dirichlet space of M and (F’, b’) be that of 
the absorbing barrier Brownian motion on D. Then, for every relatively 
compact open set G in D, there is a constant Co > 0 such that 
and 
By [3, Proposition 1.51, we see that Ml is irreducible. Then, as is seen in 
[7, lo], M is transient. 
We now recall that if DO = { cp < 0} is a bounded pseudoconvex domain 
in C” with a continuous psh defining function cp and N is a transient 
holomorphic diffusion process with the symmetrising measure mO, then N 
explodes whenever so0 1 cpJ dm, < co. See [ 10, Theorem 1.11. Because of 
(3.2), it is elementary to see that 
Thus, we obtain that Ml explodes. 
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To see that aD\a,,,D c T(M), we fix an arbitrary z* E aD\a,,,D and an 
open set U such that U n aD c aD\a,,,D. Shrinking U if necessary, we 
may assume that a mapping @ : (aD n U) x ( - 6,, 6,) + U given by 
@(w, a) = w + an,c, 
n, being the outer normal vector at w, is a C2-diffeomorphism for some 
Jo > 0. For z E U, w E aD satisfying @(w, a) = z is denoted by n(z). 
Shrinking U again if necessary, we may, moreover, assume that there are 
C,, C,>O such that C,6<1 and 
a+) z 0 (3.8) 
kwl -1 180(z) -4@~)), 84~)) ~OMZ))I 6 c, IZ - ~Z)I (3.9) 
Iz - 4z)l 6 c2 l4z)l (3.10) 
for every z E U. On such a U, we obtain the following inequality, which is 
verified by modifying the argument used in [ 11. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let U be as above. Then, for some C, > 0, it holds that 
C3ddc )zj2 A 83(-a)- py--r+1 ddc(-(-p)y) A 8 on UnD. (3.11) 
Proof: Take an arbitrary z E U n D and fix it. Choose 5 E C” such that 
I</ = 1, (5, &r(rr(z))) = 0, and L,(x(z) : 5) = 0. We put 
vl= 5 - lMz)l -2 (5, Wz)) wz,. 
Since (5, %(rc(z))) =0 and l&(n(z))l = 5, it follows from (3.9) that 
Iv- 4 Q lWz)l -’ IWZ) - 4(%(z), adz(z))> W7l(z))l 
< c, Iz - n(z)1 
dC&& (3.12) 
In particular, 
Define constants C, and C, by 
c,= sup ww4 - awdii < co 
U,VEU I#--vJa 
c, = SUP Ilaafl(w)ll <00. 
WEU 
(3.13) 
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Then, by a straightforward computation, we obtain that 
L,(z : q) = L,(z : ‘I) - L,(7c(z) : 4) 
~~I~I+~)~,l’1-41+~41~-~~~~la. 
Combining this with (3.10), (3.12), and (3.13), we have 
L, < 2(5C, C, + 2C,) C, Ia(z) (3.14) 
Because of Lemma 2.2, (3.14) implies the existence of a constant C, > 0, 
independent of z, such that 
the minimal eigenvalue of &?( - ( -p)‘)(z) < C,( - a(~))~~“- I. 
It follows from (3.5) and (3.7) that 
dd’ IzI A 8 = 2 trace(a”) dV, 
dd”( - (-p)‘) A 9 = 2n det(aa( - ( -p)‘)) dK 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
If we set (b”) = (&?( - (-p)‘))-‘, then (3.15) implies that 
trace(&) = trace(b”) det(&?( - ( -p)‘)) 
2 C;‘( -~)-~~-~+l det(aa( -( -p)‘)) on UnD. 
Combining this with (3.16), (3.17), we obtain the desired inequality. 
We now consider the relationship between the measures m and 
dd’( -log( -p)) A 0. We verify 
LEMMA 3.3. Let U be as before. Then, there is a constant C, such that 
dd’( -log( -p)) A 6 < C,m on UnD. (3.18) 
Proof It is easy to show that 
dd’(-log(-p)) A O<y(l-y)Rp”Y(--)-BYddc(-(-~)Y) A 6’ on D. 
(3.19) 
Plugging (3.11) into (3.19), we obtain that 
dd’(-log(-p)) A e<y(l -y) R-By C3(-c)‘-’ dd’1z[* A 8 on UnD. 
(3.20) 
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Take an arbitrary z E Un D and fix it. Choose <r, . . . . 5, E C” such that 
(ti, lj)=SV and (tj, &(z))=O, 1 <j<n- 1. It follows from (2.1) that 
there exists a constant C,, independent of z, such that 
I<<i, W-(-P)‘)(Z) 5j>l d G(-m)8’-’ if i+j<2n (3.21) 
and 
(3.22) 
Let (c?) be the cofactor matrix of ((ti, aa( -( --p)‘)(z) tj)), <,, jGn. Note 
that 
trace(&) = trace(c”). 
Hence, (3.16), (3.21), and (3.22) imply that 
dd’l~(~ A e~CCg(-a)(PY~‘)(“~‘)-’ &’ on UnD 
for some constant C,. Combining this with (3.20), we obtain that (3.18) 
holds. 
We finally investigate the behaviour of M on Un D in the following 
lemma. The assertion of the theorem is an immediate consequence of the 
lemma, because of the maximality of r(M). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let U be as above. Then, it holds that 
P,[z,- EaMn u] =0 M-q.e. z E D. 
ProojI Recall that -log( -p) is locally in 9, where 9 is the domain 
of the Dirichlet form associated with Ml. See [4, 51. The continuous 
additive functional (abbreviated CAF) -log( -p(Z,)) + log( -p(Z,)) is 
decomposed as 
-log( -AZ,)) + log( -P(Zd) = M, + N,, t < i, 
where M, is a local martingale CAF and N, is a CAF of local energy zero 
(cf. [2]). By the standard time change argument, we have that 
-log(-p(Z,))+log(-p(Z,))=B((M,))+N,, t < i, (3.23) 
where (M) is the quadratic variation process of M and B(t) is an 
IW’-valued Brownian motion with B(0) = 0. 
The Revuz measures of N and (M) are dd’( -log( -p)) A 6’ and 
d( -log( -p)) A d’( -log( -p)) A 8, respectively. See [4, 63. Since the 
latter measure dominates the former one, it follows from (3.18) that 
(M),<N,<C,t, t<[ A T’, (3.24) 
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under P,, M-q.e. z E U n D, where t’ = inf{ t > 0 : Z, E D\ U}. Equation 
(3.24) and Lemma 3.1 yield that 
Combined with (3.23), this implies that 
P,[Z,ED~ U, t<i] =O, M-q.e. z E U n D. 
Hence there exists a Bore1 set E c D such that E is of zero capacity with 
respect to the l-capacity associated with M, 
P,[Z, E D\E] = 1, zcD\E, (3.25) 
P,[Z,EDn U, t<<]=O, ZE U\E. (3.26) 
Set 
By the Markov property, (3.25), and (3.26), we obtain that 
P,[A,I = 0 for zeD\E, 
Since (ZS-~dDnU}ciJ,A,, where the union is taken over all non- 
negative rational numbers, this implies that 
P,[Z,- EaDn U]=O, M-q.e. z ED. 
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